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ID OBSERVER FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE
BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR DRIVES
K. A C o k e , Student Member

S. D. Sudhof€,Member
Department of Electrical Engneering
U n i v e r s i t y o f ~ u r-i R o b
RONMissouri 65401

Absfruct - Brushless DC drive systems are used in a wide
variety of applications. These drives may be classified as being one
of two types; sinusoidal drives in which there are no low-frequency
harmonics in the current waveforms and no low-frequency torque
ripple and non-sinusoidal drives in which there is considerable
low-frequency harmonic content, both in the current and torque
waveforms. Although the sinusoidal drives feature superior
performance, they are generally more expensive since rotor position
must be sensed on a continuous basis, thus requiring an optical
encoder or a resolver, whereas relatively inexpensive Hall-effect
sensors may be used for non-sinusoidal drives. In this paper, a
straightforward hybrid observer is set forth which enables rotor
position to be estimated on a continuous basis using information
available from the Hall-effect sensors. The proposed observer is
e x ~ e ~ e n t a lshown
l y to perform just as well as an optical encoder
for steady-state conditions and nearly as well as the optical encoder
during transient conditions. The proposed scheme provides
ers with a new option for rotor position sensing, one which
offers an excellent compromisebetween accuracy and expense.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bmhless DC drive systems are used in a wide Variety of
om including computer disk drives, robotics, actuators,
c vehicles, and, most mmtly, shp propulsion For certain
application, such as f8n loads, low frequency torque ripple is
acceptable. An example of a dme which exhibits low fiquency
torque ripple is the 180"voltage source inverter which uses relamely
inexpensive HdLefkt devices to sense rotor position. Using a 120''
voltage wum i n v e r and eliminating the Halleffect devices by
sensing rotor position from the back EMF weform can further
cost [I]. However, low-kquency torque pulsations are not
for many applicationS. For these applications high
drives are needed These drives proctuce
performance sinusoidal
nearly constant torque but require a mlver or an optical encoder to
measure the rotor position accumkly. The encoder or resolver can
increase the cost of the drive by $300 to $3000 depending on the
application This cost is fiuther
by the
that an added
frame is needed to house the e n d r / m h e r and the instak&oncost
canbe $100to $loOO. The cost of caliiration is small (< $10) sine
it can usually by accomplished in softwa~.Although methods have
been proposal to operate high-perfiormance drives using an

inepnsive chewer instead of a resolver or encoder, these methods
require an elaborate scheme for start up [2], and cannot guarantee a
bound on the initial estimation error. Furthermore, these methods
gene* require knowledge of the machine parametem.
This paper sets forth a straighgomard and eady implemented
h@id chewer algorithm which allows the operalion of sinusoidal
type brushless DC drives from Hall&eCt devices which cost about
$1.50. The instaUatoncostis < $100 Since the hall effect se11s01scan
be built into the stator. Caliiration can usually be accomplished in
soand is thus a small cost (< $100). No special provisions are
reqtmd for start up and transient opedoq and knowledge of the
machine parameters is not m p m d Furthermore, the error in the
estimation of the rotor position is bounded by a limit which is
independent of operafing conditions.
11. SYSTEMDESCRIPTION
Fig 1.illustrates an example of a high-pxfomce brushless DC
dnve system used to demonstrate the hybrid observer set forth herein.
In addition to the machine and inverter, the system includes a speed
control and a delta-modulated current contml. The speed control
, such
calculates the commandedq- and d-axis aments, iil and
that the observed speed Ljr will become equal to the commanded
speed CO . The referene h e transformationis used to map the qd
current command into the corresponding machine variable CWTent
command i &, i is,and i a process which raquireS knowledge of
the rotor p t i o n or the sine and cosine of the rotor position. The
delta-modulated current control comparesthe commanded currentsto
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Figure 1. High-performance brushless DC machine drive.
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In (4-7), f may be a voltage, current, or flux w e . Since the
machine is vcysconnected, all zero sequence variables are zero and
//
'as axis
thus the zero sequene voltage equation is not listed Although this
model cannot be aj@ied to every permartent magnet synchronous
machine, it is sufficient for many drive systems. In the event that a
more detailed machinemodel is needed, the reader is referredto [4].
From (3), it can be seen that a q-axis c m n t command may be
read& formulated in terms of qd variables, a Eict upon which the
speed control block d q p u q shown in Fig. 3, is based. Thenin the
cs axis
torque command is made up of a term proportional to the filtered
Figure 2. Permanent-magnet synchronous machine.
speed error and to a term proportional to the integral of the speed
theactualcurrentsofthemachine,i,,ib,,andics ,andswitchesthe error. Using (3), the t o r w command is translated into a q-axis
inverter tt*ansistors in such a way that the commanded currents are current command The d-axis current command is set to zero for the
obtained Each component of the example drive system is descn'bed system h a i n , however for high speed ~qemionflux-weakening
in detail in the followingparagrapks.
strategiessuch as thatset forth in [5] maybe used
Fig. 2 illushates a 2-pole 3-phase permanent-magnet synchronous
The machine variable current comman~Ai:bcs ,is found in terms
machine. The*
each lumped winding actuaUy represents a of the q- and d-axis current command using (4). From (5) it is
sinusoidally distn'buted winding. The mechanical rotor position qparent that this requires knowledge of either 8 or sin (0 r ) and
r e w e to the as-axis and the mechanicalrotor speed are denoted 0,
cos(0,) (the other trigonomebic functio~sin (5) may be readily
and o, ,mptively. Three Halleffectp t i o n sensors,labeled h a , expressdintermsofsin(0,) andc~s@r)).
hb, and h , , are SplXdly located dp, 5n/3P, and 9rd3P I-adians
The delta-moctulated current control gcwerns the switching of the
counte~lockwise
fiom the h-axis, where P is the number of poles. As six inverter valves such thatthe actual m n t s i
are held near the
can be seen the h-axis is cllsplaced h m the as-axis by + h m .
currents commanded by the speed control. The state diagram of the
Mechanical rotor @tion relative to the h-axis, that is the mechanical delta-modulated control strategy is depicted in Fig. 4. As can be seen,
rotor positionrelativeto the Hall&ect devices, is denoted 0 rhm. It is there are two switching states for each leg either S, is on and S,l is
convenient to define the ekctrical rotor position and speed, 8 r and o r
off (the positive state) ,or S, is off and S.,., is on (the negative state),
,the electrical rotor positionrelative to the Hall&@ semrs,0 rh and where x may be 'a','b', or %. The delta-moctulated circuit is clocked at
the electrical dsphcement between the h- and as-axis, $J, as P/2 a constant fiquency. If I = < 1; when the circuit is clocked then a
timesthe correspondingmechanical quantities.
state transition is made to the positive state. Convewly, if I= > ;.i
For the system investigated herein the machine is of the when the circuit is clocked, a transition is made to the negative state.
surEm-mounted magnet type and has a sinusoidal back d.Using this type of comlwith a sufficiently high switchingfiapency
Assuming that the effects of magnetic satmilion of the stator iron as will yield actual currents whch closely track the commanded
well as eddy currents are neghgiile, and that the m h m e is currents.
This method has an admitage over the hysteresis
w y e a n n a the quadratureand direct axisvoltage equattons of the current-regulated control [ 5 4 ]in that the switchingfiquency is fixed
permanent-magnet synchronous machine maybe expressed [3]
and does not depend on the load or operatirig point.
The system presented herein is an example to demonstrate the use
di&
of the hybrid obsemer. As will be shown, the observer makes no use
vis = rsiis+orLssiL+orhm+L,of any of the machine or drive pammeten Thus it can be used with
dt
any
type of control strategy on any
of machine in which it is
di L
desirable to know the rotor position
= rsi& - orLssi&+ Lssdt
111. HYBRID
ROTOR
POSITION
OBSERVER
where r s , L,, and h i denote the stator mistance, stator self
The hybrid observer set forth in this section is based on the
inductanoe (the leakage inductance plus 3/2 times the magnetizing Werential
equation
inductance), and the flux m e due to the permanent magnet,
mpectively. It canbe shownthat in terms of qd variables
T - LEA' .r
(3 1
e - 2 2 mlqs
fabcs

c

fcs

axis

-

vL

In (1-3) the qd variables are related to machinevanables by

f;&
where

= K(er)fibcs

(4)

Ifthe initialrotor position and exact electrical rotor speed are k n o w
and if (8) could be solved numerically pith no mor, the sine and
cosine ofthe electrical rotor position relativeto the Halleffect sensors,
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0Figure 3. Speed control block diagram.

sin (0 rh) and cos (0 r h ) , could be determind whereupon sin (0 r )
and cos (0 r ) could be determined using trigonometric identities.
Udortunately, thm are no means to determine either the inibal rotor
position or the exact e l d c a l rotor speed Neve~eless,(8) can stdl

be used to acxumtely determine sin(0,h) and COS(^^^), praided
tbat it is augmented with mformalion which is avadable h m the
€3dI&ect sensols. In particular, information from the Hall&sensors can be used to (i) determine limits on sin(0h) and cos(0 h )
thus bounclmg the error in the estimation of these quantities, (it)
determine the exact value of sin (0rh) and cos (0 rh) whenever there
is a transition of one of the outputs of the JZdleffect sensors, and (iii)
athate electrid rotor speed based on the length of time which
passabetweenHalleffectsensortransitions.
Fig. 5 illustrates the use of the Hall&& devices to bound the
estimates for sin (0 ,.h) and cos (0 r h ) . "hereh the fhst three traces
depict the o q u t of the Halleffect sensors as a function of elecaical
rotor position relative to the Halleffect mmrs. The next trace
illustrates sin (0 ,.h), the maximum value of sin (0 ,.h) posnbe for the
current H d l d e c t sensor state, denoted maxsin(h a , h b, h ,) ,and the
minimumvalue of sin (0 rh) p i l e for the current Hall&& sensor
state, denotedminsin(h,,hb,hc). The calculationofthesefunctions
is based upon the fact that for a given Halleffect state the electrical
mtor position is known to within a 7d3 intend. The next trace
illustrates cos(Qrh) as well as its bounding functions which are
denoted maCOS(ha,hb,hc) and minCOS(ha,hb,hc). The
boundingfimctions are enumeratedin Table 1.

I

Table 1. Bounding Functions vs. Hall State
-

.

ix, <

Figure '4. State transition diagram for one leg
of delta-modulated controlled inverter.

At the points at which a Halleffect transition occurs the
mini"and maximum bounding functions converge, so that at
thes points the exact dues of Sin (8rh) and cos (8 rh) are known.
For example, given that Hall&sensor h , has undergone a
high-blow transition, the rotor position is either d 2 if the rotor
speed is positive or 3d2 if the rotor speed is negative. In order to
avoid r e h c e on the knowledge of rotor speed, the other Hall effect
sensors canbeused. For example, ifhb is high and h , is low during
a transition of h , , then at that point 6lrh = 7d2. Thus it can be seen
that,at each transition pin< the exact value of 0 rh is known. Table
2 lists the Hall4&t transition points along with the corresponding
dm ofsin(erh) andcos(Orh).
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On each occurrence of a Hall&a t t i o n , the rotor speed can
be estimated based on the time which has elapsed since the previous
H a l l e f f e c t t i o n . Inparticular,*
~

(9)

where A0 rh is calculated based upon the rotor pition corresponding
to the current and previous Halleffect transitions. Prior to the first
Halleffect transition, the estimatedelectrical rotor speed is taken to be
zero, and at the firstHall&& transition the previous rotor position
(since there is no previous HalleiFect transition) is taken to be the
RlidpOht VdW Of A0 rh for the initid h k & X $ Shk.
Combining (8) with the information which canbe deduced from
the Hall & i states yields the hybrid observer @cted in Fig. 6 .
T h e w &, denotesthe estimated electrical rotor speed, and s e h and
Ceh are the e s t h k d values of sin (erh) and cos (0 rh) respectively.
As can be seen, the structure of the control is based on (S), however,
each of the integmtors is subject to a variable limit which is a function
oftheHalleffectstate(h,,hb,andh,)asdescn'bedinTable 1. In
addition, every time a transition in Halleffect state occws the
integrators arc resetto the value specrfied in Table 2.
One final calculation is nmmary to implement the propwed
Hybrid observer. In particular,a methcd is set forth to determine the
sine and cosine of electrical rotor position relative to the as-axis,
which is rqmdto make the refemce frame tr;msformation, instead
of the electricalrotor position relative to the Hall-ef€i&tsensors. Since
0 r = 8 rh -t$h
(10)
it follows that
sin (0 r ) = sin (0,) cos ($h) + cos (erh) sin ($h)
(11)
cos(8r) = cos(0rh) cos($h) - sin(@,h)sin($h)
(12)
Thus, it krInS Of the estimated VdueS for sin (8rh) and COS (8 rh)
sin(8,) = s o h c o s ( $ h ) +COh sin($h)
(13)
cos (0 r ) = Ceh cos ($h) - s6hsin ($h)
(14)
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The initial conditions for the IM+ffect observer are
straightfrward Initmlly, it is assumed that the electrical rotor speed
is zero. The initial conditionsfor s o h and ceh are determined from
the initial HalleiFect sensor readings. In particular, the initial
conditions are chosen to be in the center of ithe intend over which the
current Hall&& state is constant, as listai in Table 3. In so doing
the maximum possi%le error in the initial rotor position estimate is
d6.
I
Table 3. Initial Conditions
I
Initial Conditions
I Initial HAI S t a t e r
I
I
I
I
I
~~~

As a finalnote, there aretwo extensionsof the method which may
be useful in certain applications. First, the method may be modified
for use with any number of Halleffi sermrs. Fewer sensors can be
used if cost is to be m e r reduced or more can be used ifthe
maximump i l e error is to be decreasetl The second modification
of the method is to account for situaiiorls in which the Hall&@
sensors are not evenly spaced In either case,the only modifications
necessary are the recoIlsbuction of Tables 1, 2, and 3 so as to
correspondto the new mechanical bout.
IV. STEADY-STATE
PERFORMANCE
The hybrid observer set forth in the previous section will be
demonstrated both exprimentally and tt;lrough the use of computer
simulation by comparingthe performane of the test system using the
hybrid h e r withthatof the same system using an optical encoder.
The test system consists of a 4-pole 314 hp machine withr, = 2.99 Q
I
, LSS = 11.35 mH, and 3Lm = 0.156 V.sec/rad.
Separate
magnets on the rotor shaft were used to excite the Halleffect sen so^.
The inverter was operated at v d c = 196.9 V with a delta-modulation
controlclockfrequenCyoff,= 15.3 kHz. Itwasobsemdthatthe
IGBT and diode folward voltage drops were 1.7 and 1.0 volts
mpedvely. The IGBT turn on and turn off times were 400 ns and
600 ns, and a deadtime of 2.0 psec was used to avoid shoot

througk

I 1

maxsin(h,,hb,hc)

I

7

niinsin(hu,lzb,h,)
Reset on Hall-Effect
State Transition
Figure 6 . Hybrid observer block diagram.

~

Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate system performance the hybrid observer
and optid encoder, reqectkely. For this study, the machine is
opemting at a constant speed of a r m = 555.1 rad/sec. The speed
control is disabled and the commanded q- and d-axis currents are
i$* =3.0 A a n d i z = O . Inbothfigumthea-phasestatorcurrent
as measured in the laborafory, the a-phase current obtained fiom the
computer simulation, and the electromagnetic toque from the
computer simulation are shown. The computer simdation of the
current w e f o r m is intended to provide iieriiication of the simulation,
which was used in order to determinie the instantaneous torque
waveform in lieu of the measured torque wavdorm since the
approp&e equipment was not available:. Further verification of the
simulation appears in [5,6]. As canbe sxn,theE is little difference
in the steadystate performance bebeen the hybrid observer and
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(meas.)

12bit @tal encoder based systems. In each case,the fundamental
component of the current is a sinusoid upon which high-mq
switching harmonics are supThe torque w e f o r m is
escntdy constant other than the high-fquency ripple due to the
switching of the inverter SemiaonductoIs, which has littleimpact on
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In thts section, transient opzmtion of the hybrid chewer W
b m h h DC drive system is demo"ted during start up. The
speed coml is used with a commanded speed of
a& =209.44 rad/sec and proportional and integral gains of
K p = 0.008 N-msec and KI = 0.002 Nom. The commanded
torque is limited to 1.5 Nsm, the speed e m r lilter time constant is
z = 12.4 msec,andtheDCvoltagewassettovd, = 141.0 V. The
HalleBFect%lacementis$h = -2.75 rad.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the m
d a-phase m n t and rotor
mechanical speed of the drive system using the hybrid observer and
an optical encoder m p d v e € y . As can be seen, theE is little
dif€emce in the start up performance of the hybrid chewer based
and the optical encoder based drives, although the hybrid drive does
initially exhibit some disGontinuity in the a-phase current w d o r m
due to mtegral resets in the hybrid observer algorithm. The
discontinuouscurrent causestoque npple which &est
itselfinthe
4 1I 7 0 mseckI

0

~

Figure 7. Steady-state operation using the hybrid observer.
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Figure 9. Start up performance using the hybrid observer.
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Figure 8. Steady-state operation using an optical encoder.
Figure 10. Start up performance using an optical encoder.
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speed weform. However, the dko~ltinutiesin the current
waveforms quickly subside even though the speed is still inmsing
and the estimated speed is not as accurate as in the steady-state. It
should be noted that the ripple in the qxed wavdorm is due to
transient operation and not a result of low speed @on.
The
chewer WU
I operate without speed ripple at low speeds in the

steady-state.
The effect of initial rotor position estirrlation error on the start up
performance is invdgated in Figs. 11, 12, and 13 whenin the
machine starts in the interval where ha := 1, h b = 0, and hc = 1 .
Figs. 11 and 13 display the exkme cases, 8,=37d2 and 0,=lln/6, in
which the estimationerror is d6.Fig. 12 tlrsplays the case where the
mtor position is in the center of the intem;ll8,=57d3, and the initial
rotor position estimation error is zero. k;can be seen, the start up
performanceis relatively indepndent of initial rotor position and thus
the initial estimation error which mulls from using the hybrid
observer is not a sigrusCantdkadvantage.
VI. CONCLUSKIN
A hybrid observer has been proposed which allows the operation
of high-performance sinusoidal type bm;hleSs DC machine drives
fiom datively inexpnsive IEalleffect s e r ~ s o ~ sThe
.
perFormance of
the hybrid observer has been demonstrated experimentally and its
performance has been shown to CO-:
favombly with that of an
optical enaxler. It has been sown that the hybrid observer based
systemperformsjust as well as an optical c:nooder based system in the
steady-state and nearly as well as the optical e n d e r during tmsient
conditions. The proposed scheme pmides designers with a new
option for rotor position sensing one which offers an excellent
mmpromk between accuracy and cast. S@cally,
the hybrid
cbserver has a dbut limited error for transient operation but cost
much lessthanan optical encoder or m h e r .
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